
Brexit – The Point of 
View of an Irish Lawyer

“Brexit represents the single greatest economic and foreign policy challenge 
to the Irish state since the Second World War. There is hardly any area of Irish 
life that will not be affected.”1

Since gaining our independence in the 1920s, we remained tied economically 
to the UK market and currency. We joined the EU, with the UK, in 1972.  
We were at that time one of the poorest countries in Europe.

The Good Friday Agreement in 1998 was created on the basis of the 
framework of the EU. The fact that vast areas of life were increasingly 
regulated by the same or similar EU rules facilitated the removal of the 
physical manifestation of a border. 

Our relationship with the UK remains enormously important. A great part of 
goods exported to the continent from Ireland uses the UK as a land bridge. 
Trade with the UK represents 14% (down from 50% in 1972) of our total output. 
For certain sectors, the UK market remains extremely important, notably the 
agri-food industry, where 40% of production is exported to the UK.

Brexit, whatever its form, will adversely affect us. However an abrupt Brexit, 
with no transition arrangements, would cause a severe shock to the Irish 
economy in the short term and cause a dampening effect on our growth in 
the medium term. 

Minimisation of the impact on trade with Britain is thus a major priority of Irish 
foreign policy. This means getting a generous deal for the UK. However the 
overwhelming consensus of Irish public opinion is that our future is in the EU. 
Thus, Ireland has a long-term strategic interest in preserving the integrity of 
the EU.

Member states of the European Union, including Britain, have deep 
experience of finding last-minute solutions to apparently irreconcilable 
positions. But there is deep concern that miscalculations of catastrophic 
significance could be made by either side. 

The re-imposition of customs and regulatory procedures and inspections 
would impact on every aspect of Irish life. Much of the food in our 
supermarkets is distributed through the UK. A huge proportion of food 
products pass back and forth over the border before being finally processed 
and much of our energy needs come through the UK or are intertwined with 
the market in Northern Ireland.

Our instinct in legal and policy matters has been to look to the British position. 
Our focus of attention now moves away from the UK to other like-minded 
countries such as the Netherlands or Sweden. We will need new allies and 
increase the resources we devote to EU and international relations.  

Whatever form of Brexit ultimately emerges, our relationship with Britain will 
be greatly changed.
1Views expressed by 6 EU ambassadors to Ireland

We have already seen the fruits of uncertainty: 
Lack of clarity on the future has shaken confidence

Sterling has weakened, making property and deals here less 
attractive for British investors 

Deals with British financing or trade purchases by UK companies 
of Irish businesses have been pulled

There has been a steady flow of businesses, financial and others, 
relocating from London to Dublin. Ireland will benefit from this 
flow of activity, but it is not felt that it will outweigh the damage 
done to the economy as a result of other impacts of Brexit

Irish businesses with significant UK exposure have set up 
subsidiaries in the UK

Practitioners of customs law, long the arcane backwater of tax 
practice, are now in great demand. Training courses abound

The impact on the financial services industry is expected to be 
particularly severe

Mark Summers - Managing Director 

Avon Valley Precision Engineering are a precision 
manufacturer for use in the Aerospace and Defence industry 
and a major supplier to AIRBUS (who issued an outspoken 
warning that the “severe negative consequences” of 
withdrawal from the EU could force it to leave Britain).

What’s your view on Brexit – positive or negative? 
Mark Summers said: “We are still a long way from understanding 
the type of Brexit business has to plan for and this is a major 
cause for concern. When the large corporates state they are 
deferring UK investment or worst still actively looking to exit the 
UK, it impacts not only on their employees but also the sizeable 
UK supply chain that helps underpin their UK operations”.
“On a more positive note we are also beginning to see an 
upturn in enquiries from potential European customers keen to 
either establish or reinforce a UK supply chain presence.”

Are you making any specific post-Brexit plans? 
AVPE is a privately owned SME so there is an obvious limit 
on our bandwidth to plan for an event that is currently not 
precisely determined. Our current focus is very much around 
establishing product rules of origin and creating stock building 
plans to mitigate any potential custom delays. 

What’s your vision for future growth strategy? 
Over the coming 12 months AVPE is predicted to increase 
its turnover in excess of 20%. We therefore need to make 
investment in both machine capacity and skills to underpin this. 
In many respects investment decisions still need to be made off 
the back of client order book confidence. Brexit uncertainty just 
adds a further complication to this decision making process.

Future political strategy 
It is hoped that the politicians on all sides will agree an 
appropriate orderly transition which gives businesses ample 
time to provide robust solutions to all the practical business 
implications that Brexit could present. I guess we will have to 
wait and see on this but the train is fast leaving the station!

“For me, the European Union is first and foremost an 
economic union that ensures free trade. I fear that Brexit 
will limit free trade in Europe. Against this background, 
I rate the exit of the UK as 
negative. But I hope that the 
relationship with the UK will 
not change and the markets 
will regulate themselves.”

“We are watching the coming exit from the EU with great 
interest. For us in New York, it raises more questions 
than it answers. Will the UK now become closer to the 
Norwegian model of required adherence to all EU laws 
and regulations if it wishes to trade with the EU, but with a 
reduced opportunity to shape those laws and regulations? 
Will the UK’s trade growth with the Commonwealth 
countries – growth it was not able to maximise under 
the EU common policy – compensate for leaving? And, 
finally, how will we see the interpretation of EU laws and 
regulations in the UK Courts to businesses and institutions 
where there is no longer the need for a unified application 
nor resort to an EU appellate scheme? A fascinating 
experiment, in any event, and we wish our British cousins 
the best of luck.”
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